An 8 day brass dial longcase clock by Lewis Thomas of Chester, made circa 1760

This clock movement had not run for some time and needed several difficult repairs and the
restoration of missing parts from the moon phase and calendar motion work. This article shows
some of these repairs and the restoration work, some are typical of those required to clocks of this
period.
Here you can see the clock in question; it is in
a tired condition and has considerable
damage to the moon phase dial, this will
require some skilful restoration. Notice the
corrosion to the gilded corner spandrels and
the poorly repaired hour hand. The minute
and seconds hands are replacements but will
be kept. The spandrels will be cleaned and
conserved; the original gilding will also be
kept.

A difficult repair will be the stress related break
across the left side of the moon phase arch,
see photo below.

.
The dial silvering and lacquer work will be
restored after this repair

Firstly, some background about this interesting maker, Lewis Thomas died in 1770, he worked for
nine years as a journeyman in the London workshops of George Graham, and he was one of
England’s most famous clock and philosophical instrument makers. It is highly likely Lewis worked
on some of George Grahams’ most well known clocks. After this period he came back to the north
and set up his own business in Chester sometime during the early 1750’s, George Graham died in
1751so it may have been around the time of his death. I was unable to find any details of Lewis
Thomas’s apprentice records but he may have served his time in London. He did take on an
apprentice clock maker himself while in Chester, John Buckley on the 25th March 1765 at £35, no
period shown but would have been for about 6 years. Lewis also trained his son James Thomas
who carried on the business after his death; it was reported in the Chester Courant of September
23rd 1777, regarding the opening of his new shop, opposite Mr. John Ellis’s wine vaults in
Northgate Street.
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Now we can look at that break in the dial plate and how it was repaired. Rolled sheet brass was
not available when this clock was made; dial plates were flat cast on a bed of sand and then
scraped flat, and to the required thickness, by a specialist in this work at the brass founder. This
kind of cast brass often contains blow holes and can be very prone to stress fractures. A very
basic repair was done (fig1) at some time in the distant past by just fixing a strap to the back with
two screws, but this now requires a tidier, stronger, and more durable repair while the clock is in
the workshop.
Fig1

Fig2

The old strap was removed and the crack faces cleaned, I then riveted a smaller strap across the
back of the break and filled in the now redundant holes (fig2). This will support the joint while I fill
in the break with a low melting point silver solder which has a good colour match to the brass
plate. The second strap on the right photo was soft soldered across another stress fracture to
give it some support and stopping it from breaking in the future.

Fig3. Here we see the front of the crack
filled with silver solder and only requiring a
cleaning and polish. The heat from this
repair was kept as localised as possible, the
heat can benefit the brass by easing the
stresses built up over the years and so
reduce any further new fractures. The
quality of the brass used in these 18th
century dial plates varies considerably and
this one will clean up very nicely.
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Fig 4. The joint is now repaired and
stabilised for the future, the plate just
needing polishing and a gold lacquer finish.

The hands also needed some repair work; here we have the broken hour hand. The originals
should always be restored where possible.

The original old repair which failed was poorly done using soft solder which is just not strong
enough.

This time the hand was repaired by silver soldering a piece of thin shim steel to the back of the
break as a support and then re-profiling, the hand is now ready for blueing.
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This moon phase dial was badly damaged and needed cleaning & restoration, the painting is very
“Manchester” in style, the long nose and scenery are very typical but that very wide nose is slightly
unusual. The edge engraving on this dial is very thin, so it was decided not to attemp any resilvering as the condition is good. My thanks to Mrs Francis Tennant.
Here we see some of the parts made to restore the missing motion work, apart that is from a stud
on the dial plate back and a threaded hole on the movement front. This partular style of
mechanism seems to have only been used by Chester area makers, it is very reliable but
complicated when compared to some other methods of moon motion work. Nothing is done to
disguise the fact that this is all new work, but it is done in the method and style of the time.
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The movement required some bushing and the worn escapement pallets were repaired with micro
welding. One of the problems always seen on clocks with no service history is pivot damage, the
English longcase clock is driven by heavy weights and will usually keep running long after the
lubrication has disapeared. Running without lubrication causes damage to the bearing pivots,
here we see the centre wheel from this clock before the pivot was replaced.

This bearing pivot which should be parallel and
polished, this is badly worn & wasted.
The normal method of repair is to break off the worn
pivot and drill the arbour end to fit in a new carbon steel
pivot. The clock plate may then need bushing to
accept the new pivot size. Replacing a pivot requires
some skill as the arbor is hardened and it must be
drilled concentric with the wheel.
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